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Honda CRF-X Headlight Bulb Replacement  

 

1. Remove stock bulb from housing. 

2. Cut wires to stock bulb and remove from rubber boot. 

3. Modify stock boot by cutting off the three nubs the stock wires ran through. Then cut a ¾” hole 

in center of boot. 
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4. Place modified boot over front of bulb and fold back. 

 

 

 

 

5. Place spring in housing 

6. Insert bulb into housing. Be sure all three tabs line up before giving a light inward push and a 

clockwise twist about a ¼ turn, until seated.  

7. Make sure bulb is in proper orientation. 

Emitters facing left and right and the shields on the bottom. 
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8. Once bulb orientation is verified. Flip dust boot back over and secure. Clean back of headlight 

mask (we recommend alcohol wipes). Clean the area where the 3M Stick driver to location 

shown. Install plug onto factory perch. 

 

2019 and newer models  

• Remove factory mask mounting bracket and turn it around so that it provides more clearance for 

the bulb fan.  

• Use a box end wrench to slightly bend bracket backwards about a ¼” to ½”. Be sure to keep pins 

square to each other.  
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9. Loosen headlight adjuster screw and install white spacer in front of spring and reinstall into 

headlight mask.  

10. Plug bike harness into headlight harness and mount headlight mask. 

11. Adjust and aim your headlight  


